
Pals &  
Peeps Game
Here’s a fun game to play with a friend, a neighbor, or even at a dinner party!

Instructions:

• Print out each sheet of Pal Cards and Peep Cards.  
(Tip: If you can, print them on cardstock so they are nice and sturdy.)

• Cut the cards and create a stack of each deck.

• Deal out 6 Peep Cards to each player.

• Leave the Pal Cards in a stack in the center.

• Flip one Pal Card over and set it face-up in the center.

• Have each player use a Peep card from their hand to complete the sentence in the funniest or 
most relevant way possible. If there is more than one blank on the Pal Card, then use multiple 
Peep Cards to complete the sentence.

• After playing your Peep Card(s), pick up a new one so you always have 6 Peep Cards in your hand.

• Read the sentences aloud, laugh, then draw more Peeps Cards and start again.

If you’re playing with more than 2 people and want to get competitive, take turns reading the Pal Card prompt. In this version, the non-reading players 
give their chosen Peep Card to the reader face-down. The reader should not know who added which card, so mix them up if need be! Once all players 
have provided their chosen Peep Card, the reader reads each aloud with their prompt, and chooses their favorite. Whoever submitted the favorite 
Peep Card wins the round and receives the Pal Card to hold on the table next to them. Whoever ends up with the most Pal Cards at the end, wins!



PAL CARDS

When I'm at 
the dentist,  

I like to think 
about

                                 .

If I were
president,  

I would  
start the

Department 
of

                                 .

When I was
young, my

favorite 
thing to
play was

                                 .

Kids these
days, always

talking about
                                 .



PAL CARDS

First
                                ,

then
                                  .

I’m always 
late because

of
                                  .

I can't start 
the day 

without a 
good dose 

of
                                  .

What's fun 
until it gets 

weird?



PAL CARDS

                                
+

                                  
=

                                  

                                
always 

trumps 
                                  .

First world 
problems:
                                

and
                                  .

When push 
comes to 

shove, 
                                
is always 

best.



PAL CARDS

Growing up, 
I hated 

                                 .

On a clear day, 
I can see all 
the way to
                                 .

Back in the 
day, we 

always loved 
                                 .

                                 
is/are  

always a 
slippery 

slope.



PAL CARDS

I painted a 
mural of

                                 
on my living 

room wall.

Nothing 
beats 

                                
with

                                  .

I just went 
on a long 

hike to 
                                  .

The secret 
to a great 

relationship 
is 

                                
and a bit of
                                  .



PAL CARDS

If you want  
to make 

                                
from scratch, 

start by 
adding

                                  .

After weeks 
of practice 

with 
                                

I'm an  
expert at

                                  .

                                 
is/are the 
greatest 

invention of 
our time.

A successful 
job interview 

always 
includes 

                                  .



PAL CARDS

What is 
Wonder 

Woman's 
guilty 

pleasure?

We go 
together like 

                                
and

                                  .

I'm sorry, 
teacher.  

I can't 
because of  
                                  .

Next up on 
channel 9,  

the story of 
                                  .



PAL CARDS

Loving
                               

is easy.

The one  
thing I  
always  

forget at 
home:

                                  .

My long-
awaited 

vacation was 
ruined by

                                  .

The perfect 
Saturday: 
                                

and a whole 
lot of

                                  .



PAL CARDS

Every single 
new parent 

should know 
about

                                 .

Hot Earl Grey 
tea is the 

only way I 
survived

                                 .

My least 
favorite 

thing about 
January is
                                 .

Oh boy,  
not another

                                 .



PAL CARDS

The perfect 
Monday 
morning 

looks like
                                 .

A memorable 
gift from a 

friend.

Things I try 
to avoid on 
Friday the 

13th.

My favorite 
thing about 

Springtime is 
                                 .



PEEP CARDS

the feel of 
an actual 

paperback in 
my hands

Grape Nuts

day-old 
doughnuts 

on sale at the 
supermarket

coffee right 
before bed



PEEP CARDS

wild boars

double
coupons for

canned soup

V-8 juice  
over ice

SPF 8
sunscreen



PEEP CARDS

my brother’s 
old plaid suit 

jacket

greasy diner 
hamburgers

old photo 
albums

sand stuck in 
your shorts



PEEP CARDS

going on an 
African safari  

in an old, 
broken-

down Jeep

the 
anniversary 

sale

Elvis

cold coffee 
sitting in the 

microwave 
waiting to be 

warmed up



PEEP CARDS

trying to 
get cat hair 

off the 
upholstery

waterskiing 
with your 

feet tied to 
a piece of 
plywood

chicken chow 
mein

B-I-N-G-O



PEEP CARDS

brown M&Ms

split pea 
soup

the Beatles 
in their early 

days

my grandkids 
trying to 

teach me how 
to Snapchat



PEEP CARDS

tapioca 
pudding

diapers 
and wipes…

so many 
diapers 

and wipes

well-done 
steak

prickly pear 
cactus



PEEP CARDS

ursa major

the Eiffel 
Tower

skim milk

Ensure vanilla 
nutritional 

shakes



PEEP CARDS

being afraid 
of the dark

gardening  
at night

one broken 
high heel

a rotary 
phone



PEEP CARDS

a viking 
funeral

riding on a 
rickety old 

roller coaster 
at the  

state fair

a raspberry 
jelly-filled 
doughnut

an ice cold 
glass of 

lemonade



PEEP CARDS

house-
breaking  
a puppy

imitation 
vanilla 

extract

a cat taking  
a bath... 

and liking it

a marquis 
sign with a 

typo



PEEP CARDS

the long lost 
relative who 

won't stop 
trying to 

friend me on 
Instagram

Friday night 
$9.99 all-

you-can-eat 
fish fry

the last 
Blockbuster 

store

unexpected 
hail storm



PEEP CARDS

checking out 
a VCR and old 

VHS tapes 
from the 

library

gelatin 
salad with 
pineapple 

and walnuts

traveling  
to the tropics 

in January

microwave 
popcorn with 
extra butter



PEEP CARDS

one of those 
$8 double 

caramel 
macchiatos 
with whip

an  
elderly pug

chocolate 
cake, always 

chocolate 
cake

a genie  
in a lamp



PEEP CARDS

Tom Cruise’s 
aviator 

sunglasses

striking gold

snowbirding

going to 
Disneyworld



PEEP CARDS

the  
Beach Boys

chewing gum 
melting on 

the sidewalk

bowling 
shoes with 
holes in the 

toes

anchovies  
on pizza



PEEP CARDS

a nice,  
hot cup of 

coffee

back to 
school 

shopping

the  
drive-in 
movies

sitting on 
the beach 
drinking a 

piña colada



PEEP CARDS

agida

Santa's 
workshop

a tiny grey 
tabby kitten 

with a big 
attitude

foraging for 
mushrooms



PEEP CARDS

the fire alarm 
beeping in 

the middle of 
the night

laughing 
so hard you 

snort

a pet  
guinea pig 

with a 
halloween 

costume

mosquitos in 
the dead of 

summer



PEEP CARDS

a pigeon 
blocking  

your path

starting a 
story with 

"back in my 
day..."

books 
on tape

a mariachi 
band



PEEP CARDS

an old-
fashioned 

letter– 
 with a stamp!

a blank check

unlimited 
chips and 

salsa

soft grass 
in between 

your toes


